2017 TERM 3 TIMETABLE
MONDAY
Barb, Pam, Jolie,
Sam, Theresa, Dan,
Cecelia
Emily
Lyndall
9.00
9.30

TUESDAY
Barb, Pam, Jolie,
Sam, Theresa, Dan
Cecelia
Emily
Vicki

WEDNESDAY
Barb, Pam, Jolie,
Sam, Theresa, Dan,
Jay
Matthew
Vicki

FRIDAY
Barb, Sam,
Theresa, Dan,
Jay(am)
Matthew
Lyndall

CIRCLE TIME – GATHER, WELCOME, THOUGHT FOR THE DAY, BUSH GAME – 20MINS
NEST SPACES
ORGANISATION
BIO-LEARNING –
LITERACY

NEST SPACES
ORGANISATION
BIO-LEARNING –
LITERACY

INTEGRATED
SCIENCE, HISTORY,
GEOGRAPHY
TECHNOLOGY

INTEGRATED
SCIENCE, HISTORY, GEOGRAPHY
TECHNOLOGY

KAMANA

LITERACY
MATHS

MOBILE LIBRARY
ODD WEEKS
LITERACY
MATHS

LUNCH 12.30—1.30
12.00
1.00

THURSDAY
Barb, Sam, Theresa,
Dan, Jay (am)
Emily am - Matthew
Vicki & Lyndall

LUNCH 12.30-1.30

BIO-LEARNING –
MATHS
INTEGRATED
SCIENCE, HASS
TECHNOLOGY/ART

Circle Time

Journal –reflection

3.00

JESSICA –
NATURALLY
BALANCED
JAY – MUSIC
ERIC—BUSH CARE

Kamana

OSHC

CIRCLE TIME
Staff Meeting

BUSH STATIONS

CIRCLE TIME

CLEAN-UP
TURRIS—Art
NARNUS—Writing/
PE
KOOKABURRAS &
OWLS—Journals &
PE

1. Permanent bookings: $28
2. Casual Bookings: $30
3. Cancellations: before 12 noon or full fee paid
4. Children still in the school yard after 3.40 pm will be
booked at the casual rate.
5. OSHC finishes at 6pm. Care after 6pm $30 per 15
minutes.
Friendly reminders:
After 3.30pm parents and non-OSHC attending children are
welcome to mingle in the amphitheatre. This is due to potential OH&S issues.
We are investigating sports, craft, and holiday activities

Kind regards
Kevin Burruso

Michael Scott

OSHC Director

Governing Council

Term 3
Week 2—Mon 31st —Walk
to Belair National Park
Tues 1st Aug—7.30 SURLG
meeting
Sun 6th—SALA at school
Week 3— Mon 7th—Walk
to SURLG observation site
behind the Hall

Week 4— Wed, 16th—
Partnership Meeting
Fri 18th - FUND RAISER—
WALK A MILE IN MY
BOOTS—See Below

CIRCLE TIME

THANK YOU
Fees update: Term3 2017

Koala Courier

Wed 2nd — 7.00 GOV
COUNCIL

LUNCH – Front of School Area unless too hot or raining – tables set up in Tiwu
BIO-LEARNING –
MATHS
INTEGRATED
SCIENCE, HASS
TECHNOLOGY/ART
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Rebekah Sharkie, Independent Federal Politician, visited and stayed for Circle Time, a look around the school and chat with the Turris. Rebekah told
us about her work in parliament and with Mayo youth forums in Mt. Barker
and Kangaroo Island.

WELCOME TO TERM 3

Many thanks to our new parent Stephanie for assisting students with cooking
during the week.

Lovely to see all the children and welcome the Holyoake Family and the Quinlan-Allen Family. At
the end of the first week there is a buzz of excitement in the air with our new topic for the term —
Native Fauna, Australia and Global. There will be focus on the SURLG Olibel Project and how to
make our school environment a good habitat for local native wildlife. There will be a number of
BEYOND walks to access our local environments—the National Park and the SURLG Observation
Site (Olibel Board Walk) behind the Upper Sturt Hall.

Many thanks to Sam for making the metal frame to support the fire drum adding
to the safety.

Interspersed throughout the term will be—Awareness of Senses through Kamana on Wednesday
mornings—this learning adventure coupled with meaningful topics is proving to be a powerful motivator towards children engaging in and excelling in their learning. As Shaela stated in the NRM
video clip—it is learning but in a different way.

Many thanks to Mark and Kim for organising mulching up the organic matter in
the compost bins. We can get that going
properly now.

In week 4 you are invited to join us for an early morning walk at 8.30am followed by a $5 breakfast
to support the Hutt Street Centre programs for Homeless people. This is an increasing concern
where there are times when the Centre cannot cater for the needs of all the people.

Many thanks to Michael for helping us
get the external doors in Manoah.

There are a couple of changes this term—On Monday and Tuesday afternoons Dan will join Pam,
Sam and Theresa to teach BIO-Learning sessions (maths skills and the experiential component).
Cecelia will support children in the second stage of Literacy and Maths and Jolie will support the
first stage children.
Jay will be doing music instead of the gardening sessions on Wednesday afternoon rotations.
Barb
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KAMANA

Hi all,
Very excited about what Term 3 has to offer!
Bio-Literacy sessions this term will be inspired by student's "wonderings" on the Australian Native Fauna
topic. I look forward to working with the students to find the answers to these burning questions, with a
strong focus on developing their reading comprehension skills and strategies.
Students will then broaden their view and look at things on a more global perspective for individual PBL
projects this term. We will be looking at the "Red List", a group of endangered and critically endangered
animals from around the world, and exploring the ethical issues surrounding their survival.
Maths and numeracy times will be a mix of explicit and experiential activities inspired by some exciting
trips "beyond".
I also look forward to working with all students across the school during sport and games sessions,
building fundamental movement skills and resilience through team and individual activities.
Thanks, Sam
The focus for this term on Endangered Native Animals has already created a lot of interest and generated varied and
interesting wonderings that will provide the basis of literacy and mathematical learning. Using well written topic texts
as models children will develop their reading, grammar, writing and spelling abilities.

Waihohis— Feel the texture in the
different soils, see the colours, smell
the scent.

PBL research will produce individual posters which will be made into a Big Book on Australian Endangered animals
for the whole school.
Maths will focus on mapping, collecting data and graphing, time and measurement—distance.
In Art this term I will teach children how to use texture to influence and support children’s creativity and self expression.
I look forward to my own learning and sharing with you and your children. Our name is Bush Writers.
Theresa
It is hard to believe it is tern 3 already. This term as winter rolls into spring the Kookaburras and Owls
will be looking at Australian Fauna and observing local hazards and weather for safe outside play.
With the whole school approach we will be going on several walks to the National park and the Bandicoot board walk.
We will follow the children’s interests and incorporate all of our play, literacy, numeracy, science and art
in with the topic. This is a wonderful topic and we are excited to share the learning journey with the
children.
Please, if you have any ideas, or your child talks to you about something they are really interested in or
want to learn about the topic then please chat to Jolie, Daniel, Cecelia or Jay so we can incorporate it
into the learning.
We will also continue with our SSP literacy lessons and our outside maths, topic and interest related
problem solving and back to front maths lesson. We are continually guided by the children’s personal
interests and prior knowledge and are always looking to help guide them on a happy and confident journey of learning and discovery.
Jolie
Items from Daniel, Pam and Cecelia next newsletter.

Warri Parri Warriors
Task—map walking a number of steps in
a certain direction—draw the cardinal
points of your position, weather and
date. Take a small portion of the soil and
describe it. Note the breeze and
describe.

